PICTURED: ALASKA WHITE

Granite ‐ A Natural Stone
Because the granite countertops we offer are a natural product, there
will be variations in your installed countertop from the samples you have
seen. Just as no two people are exactly alike, no two samples of granite
will be either. The composition of minerals and the deposit it was
quarried from all play a part in the appearance of granite.
You can expect variations in color, shade, pattern, grain size, veining, and
issures. These characteristics are part of the natural beauty of stone and
will not impair the function or durability of the material.
To aid with your granite choice, Excel has added a board of our granite
offerings on the Excel Homes Pinterest page. On this board, you can view
multiple slabs of the granites offered in order to see typical variations
which can be found between slabs of the same type of stone. Typically,
the slab photos show unpolished stone, which will look dull and lighter
than the polished countertop samples.

Upgrade #1 Color Selec ons
Bainbrook Brown:
This is a brown medium varia on
granite with hints of cream, gray and
black flecks.

BAINBROOK BROWN

Ubatuba:
This granite is from Brazil and is a finely
textured granite featuring black, gold,
gray and green speckles.

UBA TUBA

Upgrade #2 Color Selec ons
Crema Julia:
This is a pink colored granite with medium
to gross grain and a fairly uniform
background. It presents quite large pink
colored areas, as well as some smaller
areas with brown, white and black colors.

CREMA JULIA

Giallo Fiorito:
This is a medium varia on granite of
blacks and yellows.

GIALLO FIORITO

Upgrade #2 Color Selec ons
Ornamental:
This granite is from Brazil and is a
primarily yellow stone with flecks of
brown, black and beige.

ORNAMENTAL

Steel Gray:
This granite is from India and is a low
varia on durable granite with shades of
grays and small flecks of lighter grays.

STEEL GRAY

Upgrade #2 Color Selec ons
Tan Brown:
This granite is primarily brown with black
and gray flecks.

TAN BROWN

White Mist:
This granite is from Brazil and features
shades of white, dark grays and black
speckling with low varia on in pa ern.

WHITE MIST

Upgrade #3 Color Selec ons
Andromeda:
From brilliant white granites to subdued
oﬀ‐white hues, some of these surfaces
include a sprinkling of reflec ve mineral
embedded in black and white granite, while
others feature beige, brown and gold
intermixed in a white background.

ANDROMEDA

Black Galaxy:
This is a mostly black granite with small gold
and white flecks.

BLACK GALAXY

Upgrade #3 Color Selec ons
Blue Pearl:
This granite is from Norway and features
shades of blues, grays and some beige.

BLUE PEARL

